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Dear ?aul, 

After hearing from you abou' Bowie Cohen some time agi, I wrote 
Teak brazier, waose response I cent you. 

After hesrin8 from Jeck, I 7.rote a poet friend who ass been our of N.G. 
for about seven years. a csn add nothing, having only tea sligatest recollection 
of Fre2ier ond, apparently, none of Cohen. 

All Inc/ friend can recall is his slifr,at resentment Viet, whereas 
monagement passed tue uot for fon-singer entertainers, some artists, etc., 
wnen there were poetry resOings, there was never s collection for too poets. 

Vhother or not it is of interest, I retell that Gotten hoe some tinO 
of police record. If it is serious, I do not recall it. I Love e notion it may 
be minted to some kind of sex offense. I have the mug shot. 

Unless I tear furt'ner from you, I will not pursue tats. Y,ost of my 
N.O. contacts hew' fallen silent. Zith fast is going on there nor, T suspect 
none who might know 'anything would say anything. I'd not be surprised if that 
town explodes like none in the country nave. There aos been no mjor racial 
turmoil tbers. I was there Alen it w,ls fixpectad but did not materialize. 
-however, police repression is now so great and abuse so intolerable, the entire 
bleak community seems to :te to be radicalizing fast. Ia ono en38, where every thing 
seems to hove boss precipitated by the police, boil of -;?1,300,0.00 hoc been set! 
Vhen the NAACP (State) comes out against the cops, mayor end D.A., that 13, in 
A'ouisians, of some aignificonce. 

With ecres of well-to-wall slums end added disillusionment over 
Surrison, who was hip atrohgly supported by the !,lautimp.i.ast as crony otner cities 
h„ad end N.1. avoided I think it !fight now DA, wits interest. 

Sincerely, 
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